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SUMMARY

In this paper , the author first presents selected

passages from open Soviet literature dealing with the

concepts of war as a continuation of policy , nuclear

war as it affects the character of war in general, the

advisability of striving for strategic superiority and

the utility of a war survival strategy . He then examines

the capabilities of the Soviet Union not only to fight a

strategic nuclear war , but also to win such a war in view

of the restrictions placed on both the US and the USSR by

existing strategic arms limitation agreements. The author

concludes that through the effective use of the SALT pro-

cess, the Soviets have been able to achieve rough strategic

equivalence with the United States, i.e., a war-fighting

capability , while de~monstrating the potential to deploy

overwhelmingly superior strategic forces in order to exploit

whatever opportunities the attainment of that war-winning

capability might offer.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, defense planners in the

United States developed the philosophy that the use of

nuclear weapons , on a strategic level , was unthinkable be-

cause of their inherent destructive capability and that any

development which made their use more acceptable would ulti-

mately facilitate their use in combat. These same defense

planners apparently assumed that their counterparts in the

Soviet Union had reached a similar conclusion and thus, US

strategic doctrine began to evolve with the deterrence of

the use of 8trategic nuclear weapons as its focal point, amd

talk8 on the limitation of strategic arms as the means through

which to ensure the nuclear parity necessary for deterrence .

However, open source Soviet literature seems to indicate that

strategic planners in the Soviet Union reached considerably

different conclusions, i.e., war with the capitalists is in-

evitable, and that particular war is very likely to be a

strategic nuclear one. In which case, they, the Soviets, must

prepare for this inevitability by assuming that the war will

in fact be nuclear , whether by design or through escalation,

and by planning to fight and survive that nuclear war rather

than relying on deterrence alone to prevent it.

Soviet leaders seem to have rejected the idea of strategic1: _ __________
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parity, as it pertains to the concept of mutual limitations

on strategic systems, in order to hold entire nations as

nuclear hostages for the sake of deterrence , and appear to

be structuring their forces not merely for fighting and sur-

viving a nuclear war.

Based on the number of launch and re-entry vehicles in

the arsenals of both the US and the USSR, there is the be-

lief on either side that the addition of more warheads and

missiles could not tip the strategic balance one way or the

other unless one of the principals was to opt out of the game

altogether, either through unilateral disarmament or failure

to keep up. Such additions would do little towards the est-

ablishment of a war-winning capability for either side. The

unilateral addition of significant numbers of strategic de-

livery and re-entry vehicles, however, could apprec iably change

the complexion of the strategic balance, so that the gain-versus-

risk threshold for first use of nuclear weapons might be signi-

ficantly altered.

When dealing with the Soviet Union, one of the most diffi-

cult problems is to translate capabilities into intentions.

The most obvious statement that can be made about Soviet society,

2
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unlike Western society is that it is not open to public

scrutiny. There are no annual documents issued by the

government of the USSR which provides an expression of of-

ficial Soviet views. It is, therefore , extremely diffi-

cult, and hazardous to say the least, to call upon Soviet

open sources to substantiate any analysis of intentions.

The open press can be used, however, to establish those

trends in the strategic thought process which have been

selected for consumption by a specialized readership with-

in the USSR. Therefore, I have extracted from the open

literature what I believe to be examples of Soviet declar-

atory policy witi-’ regard to their concepts of war , nuclear

war , the attainment of strategic superiority and war sur-

vivability. With this information in hand, I have assessed

the Soviet capabilities, negotiated through the Strategic

Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), in order to determine whether

the Soviets have adhered to this declaratory policy and have

attempted to negotiate strategic superiority.

This is a far cry from predicting Soviet intentions ,

but if a doctrinal line can be established through this pro-

cess , then perhaps some conclusions can be drawn with regard

to the Soviet approach to SALT and what possible intentions

these SALT - given capabilities can support.

3
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When working with Soviet open source material , there has

been a tendency to. interpret what the Soviets say in terms

which we in the West can understand , i.e., to accept Western-

ized tr anslations of Soviet terminology. Throughout this

paper , I have attempted to use Soviet explanations of the

terms which they have used rather than impart my own inter-

pretation. Whereas , in the Western press the Soviets have

been accused of inconsistent behavior and violations of the

spirit of one or another principle, I have found an histor-

ical consistency , in the open literature, with regard to

those areas which I intend to discuss. It is not my inten-

tion to portray the Soviet Union as completely pure in ternis

of motives, simply consistent.

Classic examples of the above-mentioned misinterpretations

involve the concepts of detente and peaceful coexistence, words

which have been iniscontrued to mean something other than the

Soviets publically state that they mean. When former President

Nixon and Dr. Henry Kissinger attempted to shift from the mis-

leading term detente to a more accurate translation of the

Russian phrase “razriadka napriazhennosti”, literally a lessen-

ing of tension, they were met with a great deal of criticism

pointing out that they wer e play ing a word game and that detente

by any other name was still detente. To illustrate the funda-

mental difference between our perceptions of this concept, let

4 
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us examine what the Soviet leadership has said and still says

about “razriadka naprazhennosti”.

General Secretary Brezhnev, in an effort to counter the

impression that detente was a Soviet ideological concession ,

stated in his report to the 25th Congress of the CPSU, that

the relaxation does not in the slightest abolish, and can-

not abolish or alter , the laws of class struggle.”1 This was

not an isolated comment made by the General Secretary , but

rather the continuation of a theme which had been prevalent

from the very beginning of the period of detente between the

US and the USSR. There is a copious Soviet literature which

deals with the question of why the Soviet Union is interested

in any sort of lessening of tensions with the West2 and just

what it means in terms of Marxist-Leninist ideology. Much of

the argument follows the standard Leninist line that the con-

tradictions of capitalism must be exploited ; however, in 1972,

after the signing of the SALT I aggreement, Secretary Brezhnev

emphasized that:

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) always
held and now holds that the class struggle between the
two systems--the capitalist and the socialist--will con-
tinue. It cannot be otherwise,because the world outlook
and class aims of so5ialism and capitalism are opposed
and irrecconcilable.

It would appear ; however, that for the time being , the

Soviets are no longer trying to settle the struggle between

1• 5
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capitalism and socialism through direct military confrontation ,

but rather are shifting the competition to a different arena , In

fact , some Soviet writers feel that:

War can and must be banned as a means of resolving inter-
national disputes. But we must not ‘ban ’ civil or national
liberation wars. We must not ‘ban’ uprisings and we by no
means ‘ban ’ revolutionary mass movem~nts aimed at changingthe political and social status quo.’~

In place of war, the concept of peaceful coexistence has been

developed in order to further the aims and goals of socialism.

Unlike the Western perception of the phrase, in the Soviet view

peaceful coexistence “ ... neither means nor could mean any kind
of status quo between socialism and capitalism”.5 Quite the

contrary is true. “Peaceful coexistence (is merely) a special

form of class struggle in the international arena . . . (whose)

strategic purpose (is to) assure favorable conditions for the

world wide victory of socialism”.6 Simply stated ,

Peaceful coexistence is intended to create a world order
under which the inevitable social changes within states
would not result in international conflicts, clashes and
devastating war. This is the only true meaning of detente .
If this is truly the only meaning of detente, then how

should we regard such bi-lateral forums as the Strategic Arms

Limitation Talks? Both the Soviet Union and the United States

have on numerous occasions stated that detente and SALT are

closely related. If the US position in these talks has been

the establishment of nuclear parity , or perhap s more accur ately

the establishment of mutual nuclear vulnerability , in order to

ensure that neither side achieves a war-winning capability.

- ._;J 
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then is it possible to conclude from the above references

that the Soviet position at SALT has been similar? If this

were true, then we would have to look for certain indications

that the Soviets were striving only for nuclear parity , or a

war-fighting capability , as opposed to strategic superiority ,

and a war-winning capability. There would also have to be

some evidence that within Soviet military doctrine , there was

some sympathy for the US position that nuclear war is no longer

viable in terms of its use on a strategic level, or that nuclear

superiority was not achievable .

F

There was a time when it did appear that certain influen-

tial Soviet writers and defense theoreticians did believe that

nuclear war and nuclear superiority , in the sense of achieving

a war-winning, first strike capability , was no longer viable .

Raymond L. Garthoff, in defense of his article , “SALT and the

Soviet Military”, published in Problems of Communism, January-

February 1975 , quotes from the limited-distribution Soviet

General Staff journal Voyennaia Mysl’, No. 5, 1969 ,8 that “With

the existing level of development of nuclear missile weapons

it is impossible in practice to destroy them completely, and

consequently it is also impossible to prevent an annihilating

retaliatory strike”. The other authors whom Mr. Garthoff cites

provide additional reasons why it would be difficult to achieve

strategic superiority. In short, they are:

7
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1-- the difficulties involved in achieving a unilateral

capability in terms of antiballistic missile defense ,

2--the fact that the capabilities for mutual destruction

are relatively equal, and

3--the inevitability of an annihilating retaliatory strike

by the opposition with its remaining missile forces not

destroyed dur ing the first  strike .

Since 1969, when the original article was published , a

debate has been conducted in the open Soviet literature with

regard to not only the question of whether a first strike

capability is obtainable or desireable , but also whether the

fundamental Marxist-Leninist tenet that war is a continuation

of politics by violent means remains valid . In 1963, Marshal

V. D. Sokolovskii in his authoritative Soviet Military Strategy,

which has survived three “revisions”, since then , declared that

the principle of war as a continuation of politics was indeed

still valid and , further , that “ . . .the essential nature of war
.does not change with changing technology and armaments.” 9

Instead of feeling that nuclear missiles have fundamentally changed

the principles of modern warfare to the extent that it is no

longer a viable concept, some Soviet theoreticians conclude that:

Nuclear missiles have altered the relationship (not the
principle) of tactical , operational , and strategic acts
of the armed conflict. If in the past , the strategic
end-result was secured by a succession of sequential,
most often long-term efforts and comprised the sum 

of8



tactical and operational successes , strategy being able
to realize its intentions only with the assistance of
operational art and tactics , then today , by means of
powerful nuclear s~6ikes , strategy can obtain its ob-
jectives directly. ~

On the other side of the debate , there was the belief

that even though strategic objectives can be obtained directly

through the use of nuclear weapons , the inevitable devastation

caused by those same nuclear weapons precludes their use, and

therefore, eliminates strategic nuclear war as a viable option

open to political leaderships.~~ This is one of the underlying

principles for the US “strategy” of mutually assured destruction

(MAD) . Other Soviets, at least in print , do not subscribe to

the US philosphy)2 Even though they realize the destructive

nature of nuclear war, they still feel that “there is a pro-

found erroneousness and harm in the disorienting claims that

there will be no victor in a thermonuclear war.13 Further :

The premise of Marxism-Leninism on war as a continuation
of politics. . .remains true in an atmosphere of fundamental
changes in military matters. The attempt of certain bour-
geois ideologists to prove that nuclear missile weapons
leave war outside the framework of policy and that nuclear
war moves beyond the control of policy and does not con-
stitute its continuation j~s theoretically incorrect andpolitically reactionary . l’4

The debate over the validity of this precept seemed to

come to an end , along with apparent Soviet military opposition

to the continuation of the SALT process , when, in 1974 , Marshal

Kulikov , then Chief of the Soviet General Staff, asserted that

“military strategy does not stand above policy , but rather

IL 
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strategy comes out of the policy of the Soviet state , as

defined by the leaders of the CPSU.”15 Up until that time

there had been some question as to how much influence the

military would have in determining the course of Soviet

policy . The question seemed to be whether policy determined

military strategy , or military strategy , in some very speci-

fic areas such as SALT, could determine policy . Marshal

Kulikov’s statement that military strategy comes from the

policies established by the political leadership of the country

is generally accepted in the West as the military ’s concession

to the leadership on the issue of continuing the limitation of

strategic arms and thus the limitation of counter-force capabil-

ity. In the same article, however, Marshal Kulikov also states

that the principle of armed conflict , which is a much broader

term in the Soviet context and includes wars of all types , is

still viable as a logical extension or continuation of politics.

There appears to be a contradiction here, i.e., if wars are

still viable , then one must be prepared to fight them, not limit

the capability to do so.

Soviet nuclear strategy is counterforce oriented. This

means that at least initially , Soviet strategic forces target

for destruction not the enemy’s cities , but his military forces

and the associated command and control facilities that accompany

5 those forces, as well as, the indus trial and agricul tural bas e

____ _ 
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designed to support the country in war , Marshal Grechko in

1971 stated that:

The Strategic Rocket Forces , which constitute the basis
of the military might of our armed forces, are designed
to annihilate the means of the enemy ’s nuclear attack ,
large groupings of his armies , and his military bases; to
destroy his military industries , to disorganize the
political and military administration of the aggressor
as well as his rear and transport.l6

The main thrust of this strategy is not simply to undermine

an enemy ’s will to resist , but to destroy his capability to

do so.

World War II provided the Soviets with many lessons , not

the least of which was that counter-value bombing of cities

did little in the way of defeating an enemy, but counter-

force destruction of his armies was the decisive element in

total victory . Marshal Sokolovskii in the third edition of

Soviet Military Strategy emphasized the fact that :

It was not so much the economic struggle and economic
exhaustion that were the causes for the defeat of Hitler ’s
Germany, but rath~~ the armed conflict and the defeat ofhis armed forces.

Existing Soviet military doctrinE, has not deviated from

this counter-force principle since the beginning of the SALT

process. Furthermore , it seems unlikely that any agreement de-

signed to limit strategic offensive capabilities would be com-

patible with such a doctrine. I would suggest that Marshal

1].
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Kulikov’s statement regarding the viability of armed con-

flict, in light of an apparently unchanged military doctrine ,

supports the theory that the Soviet leadership’s perception

of SALT is not in the least incompatible with its counter-

force oriented nuclear strategy , and therefore , must be con-

sidered to be in complete contradiction with the perceived

US goals.

Does this mean that the Soviet Union is planning a

preemptive first strike against the US? I think not , at least

not at this time. What it does appear to mean, however , is

- that the Soviets have not forsaken the utility of the threat

of nuclear war in power politics when the adversary may not

have the strategic capability to call the hand. They have not

forgotten the lessons of the Cuban missile crisis and appear

to be structvring their forces in order to prevent the recurr-

ence of a similar situation. Perceived strategic superiority

was the key to success in Cuba for the United States and it

appears to be the solution which the Soviets have decided will

work in the future.

The Soviets believe that the correlation of forces in

the world is shifting in favor of the socialist camp)~
8 They

publicly state that in the late 1960’s, the US was finally

“forced” to accept the fact of relative Soviet strategic pan-

‘ F
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ty and thus the United States could no longer deal with the

USSR from a position of strength .19 They claim that the

solution of war and peace now depends not on the arbitrary

rule of imperialist circles , but primarily on the new correl-

ation of forces between the imperialist and the socialists.”20

In simpler terms, this means that the US can no longer use its

overwhelming military, economic and political position in the

world as a means of opposing the spread of world communism.

Strategic, as well as conventional, superiority has long

been a goal of the Soviet leadership , both civilian and military .

Marshal Sokolovskii clearly supported this idea when he stated

that the most important task facing the Soviet Union was the

establishment of nuclear superiority over the enemy.21 Even

— with the 1972 SALT Agreement, this should not have come as a

*surprise , for as former Minister of Defense Grechko stated in

1975 , “We have never concealed and do not conceal the funda-

mental tenets of our military doctrine.”22 It is becoming in-

creasingly more evident that the Soviet Union is using the SALT

forum as a means by which to facilitate the achievement of

strategic nuclear superiority for whatever reason.

Raymond Garthoff, in support of his argument that the

Soviet military has concluded strategic superiority, in the

sense of achieving a var-winning capability , is not possible

for either side in contemporary conditions, cites authors who

- 13
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offer the three main points listed above as obstacles to

the achievement of strategic superiority. I would suggest

that these authors have listed these not only as obstacles ,

but also have presented them as steps in a well-defined plan

for the achievement first of strategic parity and ultimately

strategic superiority through the negotiating process. If

they are in fact obstacles to the achievement of strategic

superiority and the Soviet Union was genuinely interested in

some sort of nuclear parity, then we should expect to see no

particular effort on the part of the Soviets toward over-

coming these strategic barriers. An examination of Soviet

response to these obstacles over the past nine years may pro-

vide some insight concerning their approach toward limitations

on strategic arms.

- - -Mr. Garthoff cites Lt. General V. I. Zemskoy, Chief

Editor of Vo,yennaia i’fysl’ as stating that “. . .  disruption of

the ‘nuclear balance’. ..is possible in the case of...the

creation by one of the sides of highly effective means of

anti-ballistic defense while the other side lags considerably

in the solution of these tasks.”23 By the late ‘60s, which

not coincidentally was when these articles were published ,

the United States was in possession of a very promising ABM

technology, Safeguard. Plans for deployment were already

proceeding and the first site at Grand Forks, North Dakota,

- -
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- was under construction. The Soviets, on the other hand , were
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t not in the same position. Despite US intelligence community

claims at the time that the Tallirt surface-to-air missile

system, which surrounded Moscow, had been upgraded to the

status of an ABM system, it can be argued that the Soviets

were still behind the US in terms of the technology required

in order to have a “highly effective” ABM defense against

MIRVed re-entry vehicles. The simplest solution for the

Soviets was to limit further US development of Safeguard .

The provisions of the ABM Treaty of 1972 are a matter of

record. Although both sides were allowed to deploy two ASM

sites, each with 100 defensive launchers, the United States.

opted not to deploy either the National Command Authority

(NCA) site around Washington or the ICBM defensive site at

Grand Forks. The Soviet Union, likewise, in -1974 rejected

its option to build a second ABM site, but retained its NCA

defense option around Moscow. Interestingly enough, the

Moscow NCA defense contains numerous ICBM launchers within

its protective footprint, in fact far more than the US had

originally planned to defend with its one system. There are

no ICBM launchers around Washington .

Since the ABM Treaty was signed in 1972, for all intents

and purposes, the United States has given up research and

development for ballistic missile defense. It is estimated

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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that should we choose to re-open the production lines for

the Sprint and Spartan missiles which comprised the Safe-

guard system, at a minimum it would require three years.

The Soviet Union has not followed the same path. Barely

four months after the signing of the ABM Treaty in Moscow,

Defense Minister Grechko commented that the ABM Treaty had

not limited R&D “ . . .directed toward resolving the problems

of defense of the country against nuclear missile attack .”24

The Soviet ABM program has not abated in the least. Over

the last six years, the Soviets’ have been engaged in an

active test flight program for ABM. The Standing Consulta-

tive Conunittee (SCC) for SALT has been occupied with the

question of whether or not this ongoing program constitutes

a violation of the treaty itself. Highly placed sources on

the US SALT delegation , who wish to remain anonymous, have

stated that the Soviet ABM test program has been pusried to

the very limits of the ABM Treaty and has been singularly the

most worrisome problem with which the SCC has been forced to

cope. -

The effect of the Soviet testing program has been to

create the belief within the US defense community that the

Soviet Union, in a very short period of time, could deploy

a national ABM system capable of handling at least a portion

of a US retaliatory strike against the Soviet homeland. Be-

cause the US ABM system was designed against the Soviet ICBM -

16
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threat at the time, i.e., against non-MIRVed ICBM’s, with-

out substantial research now in the field of midcourse inter-

cept of ballistic missiles , the US would lag considerably,

perhaps fatally, in the solution to these problems should the

ABM Treaty be abrogated or simply not renewed.

The remaining two obstacles to achieving strategic

superiority will be deal with presently in a manner which

reflects their mutual dependence. For now, suffice it to

say that by reducing the vulnerability of one nation to an

annihilating retaliatory strike by another , in effect , the

capabilities for mutual destruction have been rendered no

longer equal . With regard to the inevitability of an annihi-

lating retaliatory strike against an aggressor, the Soviets

appear to be establishing the means by which to insure that

such a strike is neither inevitable nor annihilating. The

logical question would be how is this possible when, theoreti-

cally, the United States possesses enough nuclear throw-weight

to destroy the Soviet Union several times over? I would sug-

gest that this is not the case.

On January 22 , 1968 , in a statement before the Senate

Armed Services Committee on the F? 1969-1973 defense program

and the 1969 defense budget, former Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara outlined what has come to be known as the -

.1 , 
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t US strategy of assured destruction . In his statement ,

- 
Mr. McNamara said that the United States should have an

assured capability to destroy one-fifth to one-fourth of

the Soviet population and one-half of the Soviet industrial

capacity .25 Current U~ Ftrategic forces were designed to

accomplish that mission and theoretically possess the de-

structive power to do so. It was believed that this assured

capability for destruction of Soviet counter - value targets

would be sufficient to deter the Soviet Union. -

The Soviet view of deterrence does not coincide with

this doctrine. Basically , they believe that the better pre-

pared the USSR is to wage war, the more credible their deter-

rence.26 This is the main reason why the Soviets reject a

concept of security based on a balance of assured destruction.

Soviet spokesmen claim that such a balance is inherently un-

stable because of constant improvements in weapons technology ,

- the possibility of accidental escalation of a local war , or of

political changes in the capitalist countries which might im- -

pel new leaders to risk nuclear war with the Soviet Union . 27

Further , some Soviet writers claim that by advocating a policy

of assured destruction, the United States is seeking to ham-

string Soviet foreign policy in order to deprive the USSR of

the political use of its military power, and to make Moscow

vulnerable to nuclear blackmail.28
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After the signing of the SALT I Treaty in 1972 , the

US intelligence community began reporting Soviet progress in

the area of missile testing that looked as if they were

working on the development of a counter-force capability in

order to eliminate the US land-based ICBM force . Those de-

velopments will be discussed shortly, but in the meantime,’

the potential of those tests forced defense planners in the

US to consider that if the Soviets were contemplating knocking

out the US ICBM force in the first phase of a nuclear -

conflict , then an American President should not be left with

only the option of threatened retaliation against Soviet cities,

the MAD doctrine , but rather , he should have the counterforce

option - of depriving the Soviets of their ICBM forces also ,

thus removing the temptation for the Soviets to call on their

counterforce capability . In March of 1974 , this flexibility,

of response became known as the Schlesinger Doctrine.

At that time, the strategic proposalé set forth by

Schlesinger involved three separate sets of questions: 1--

- changes in targeting doctrine : 2--the issue of the sizes of - 
-

strategic forces; and 3--prudent. hedges against any Soviet

attempt to achieve exploitable superiority .29

- 
- The rationale for a change in the strategic nuclear
• a~ -c;-

targeting doctrine was to reinforce deterrence across a wide

spectrum of situations by having sufficient options open to

an American President between massive response and doing 
- 

-
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nothing . Furthermore , should deterrence fail , provide

the President with the ability to limit the chances of

uncontrolled escalation by being able to respond selectively

before being forced to respond massively. 30 Schlesinger

stated that this change in the targeting doctrine provided

for preplanned small strikes against a variety of small tar-

gets , including counter-firce military targets, with the option

of limiting such strikes to only a few weapons.31

To the argument that such a doctrine would tend to make

the use of nuclear weapons more acceptable , Dr. Schlesinger

countered that deterrence “based upon a non-implementable

threat, such as both sides going after each other’s cities ,”

was not as good as ‘deterrence across the entire spectrum of

risk . ”32 In other words , “one has got to have an implementable

threat. ”33 
-

In terms of the size of the strategic nuclear force, the

governing criterion would be “essential equivalence” with the

Soviet Union and the level at which the- forces of the United

States wouL3 be fixed, would be determined “by the actions of

the Soviet Union.”34 Dr. Schlesinger felt that the growth of -

Soviet strategic power had created a situation in which the

issue facing the United States was how to interpret and re-

spond to a growing range of potential Soviet, initiatives such

as the deployment of large numbers of MIRVs in an attempt to

20



• exploit the asymmetries, in ICBM-SLBM numbers and payload

conceded to them in SALT I.’35 The Soviet Union was already

numerically superior in virtually all of the criteria for

comparing strategic forces , such as launchers , throwweight

and megatonnage , ’3
~ and in the context of force sizing , such

a step as the MIRVin g of ICBMs would eventually add the

total number of warheads index to the list as well.

As a hedge against such an attempt by the Soviet Union

to gain exploitable superiority , the Schlesinger proposal

contained in addition to existing projects, such as the B-l

strategic bomber and the Trident ballistic missile submarine,

a number of new research and development programs designed to

preclude the achievement of that superiority by the Soviets.

These included the development of the new Mark 12A warhead

for the fleet of Minuteman ICBMs along with a new guidance

system for those ’ ICBMs which when finally deployed would

enable a warhead nearly twice the size of the existing one

to be dropped within 600 feet of its target- -an improvement over

the old system of roughly f i f ty  percent. ’~
’1

In addition to the Mark 12A , a new maneuverable warhead

(MARV) was to be developed for possible retrofit  into both

ICBMs and SLBMs . It appears that this has been replaced by
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the new mobile ICBN, the MX, which. was. designed to reduce

the vulnerability of the land--based ICBNs while providing

greater destructive capability , and to a certain extent , a

greater counter-force capability. Even though the United

States would have preferred that both sides avoid the acqui-

sition of major counter-force capabilities , it was concerned

by the momentum of Soviet weapons programs and by the pro-

spect that the Soviet Union might attempt to exploit its

superior throwweight potential.38 The en ’ result of putting

its own matching counter-force measures into research and

development , the United States was in effect telling the

Soviet Union that it would not allow the USSR to develop a

marked superiority to counter-force capabilities.39

What has been the effect of the changes in US strategic

doctrine on the defense policy of the Soviet Union? The way

in which the Soviet Union has handled the remaining two ob-

stacles to the achievement of strategic superiority appears

to indicate that the Soviets have reacted to counter that

doctrine rather than subscribe to it.

In an effort to reduce the annihilating characteristics

of a ~~taliatory strike in the event of a nuclear war , the

Soviet Union has instituted a nation-wide program of civil

defense. The viability of that program has been the subject

of considerable debate in the US which has produced no defi-

nitive answer to the question as yet. Marshal V. I. Chuikov,

—:
~~~

- --

~~~ 
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:
in his discussion of the role of civil defense in the event of

a nuclear war, states that:

In our time, the defensive might of the state is deter-
mined not only by the readinesss of the armed forces to
wage war , but also by the ability to assure in the course
of the war a level of industrial and agricultural produc-
tion sufficient for its successful conduct.4°

I will not attempt to develop a case for Soviet civil

defense in this treatment , that has already been done in other

sources.41 Suffice it to say that the program does exist

without any doubt. Unfortunately, little reliable information

is available in open sources on stockpiles of agricultural

reserves or hardening of industrial capability . In order to

assess the true significance of the Soviet civil defense effort ,

it is necessary to look beyond the population survival programs

and examine the extent to which the civil defense program en-

compasses all the aspects of system survival as outlined by

Marshal Chuikov.

The Soviet leadership has long recognized that civil

defense measures alone will not be sufficient to solve the

problem ‘of ensuring the viability of the Soviet state in the

event of nuclear war. Instead, Soviet spokesmen link civil

defense with the offensive operations of the Soviet Armed

Forces which should ensure a considerable reduction of the

destructive effects ott our people of weapons of mass destruc-
I - 42
R

Can Soviet offensive operations support such -a claim?
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Perhaps we should look at the capabilities allowed the

Soviet Union by the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.

As Dr. Schlesinger pointed out in his testimony on

the FY 75 defense budget , the SALT I accords allowed the -

Soviet Union a numerical advantage in , among other things ,

strategic launchers. The United States position was that

one launcher equalled one missile. For verification purposes

it was necessary to make this assumption and we felt relatively

certain that this index of comparison would remain valid , at

least for the five-year life of the treaty. At the time, SLBMs

were the only strategic nuclear delivery means that employed a

cold launch technology. The fact that this technology allowed

the submarine to be reloaded carried little significance in

terms of its effect on the relative strategic balance , so the

index seemed relatively viable .

• The Interim Agreement on Offensive Systems of 1972 al-

low ed the, USSR to deploy 1608 ICBMs and 950 SLBMs. The US, on

the other hand, was ‘allowed 1054 ICBMs and up to 710 SLBMs . By

the October , 1977, expiration date of the treaty, those numbers

would have equated to a sixty percent superiority for the Soviet

Union in terms of fixed ICBM launchers43 and up to at least one-

third more operational SLBM launchers.44 This advantage was -

theoretically offset by our manned bombers and technolog ical

lead in MIRVed missile systems .
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The Soviets invariably claim that true equality

warrants larger Soviet forces in compensation for geogra-

phic , strategic and technological asymmetries alleged to

favor the US ,45 but one would hardly expect a US admini-

stration to support such a claim. Remarkably in July of

1972, Dr. Henry Kissinger stated that “because of the dif-

ferences in geography and basing, it has been estimated that

the Soviet Union requires three submarines for (every) two

of ours to be able to keep an equal number on station.” 46

If one remembers that at the time the US was genuinely inter-

ested in the achievement of parity by the Soviets, then such

a remark is not. so staggering. However, that argument tends

to lose some of its validity as the ranges of Soviet SLBMs

increase. It is now possible for Soviet submarines to sit in

their home ports and strike the continental United States with

the newly developed SS-N-8, which has a range in excess of

4,000 statute miles, or with the soon-to-be-deployed SS-NX-l8,

• which has an expected range of about 5,000 statute miles.47

The range of the SS-N-8 came as a total surprise to 
-

Western intelligence analysts, who had originally estimated

the range to be no more than 3,000 statute miles .4’~ When fully

deployed , the range of the SS-N-8 will allow the Soviet Union

to have an asyninetrical. amount of destructive power, in terms

of SLBM launchers , within striking range of US targets.

~1 
________________ 
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This was not the only surprise to come out of SALT. The

Ford-Brezhnev Vladivostok Agreement of 1974 was designed to

provide a framework for a treaty in force until 1985 to re-

place the 1972 Interim Agreement which expired in October of

last year. The Vladivostok Agreement was an attempt to

create the essential equivalence of Dr. Schlesinger’s flexible

response doctrine by limiting the number of strategic launchers

on both sides to 2400, including heavy strategic bombers, and

the number of MIRV capable ICBM and SLBM launchers to 1320.

Once again launchers--not missiles--was the index. Additionally

under these guidelines , the Soviets would have been limited to

313 “heavy” missile systems , even though no agraed-upon defi-

nition existed for a “heavy” missile.

Originally , the United States had determined , unilaterally

that a Soviet “heavy” ntissile was any missile significantly -

‘heavier that the largest “lIght” operational Soviet ICBM. At

the time, the largest “light” ICBM was the SS-ll with a dis-

placement of 69 cubic meters. This meant that any missile with

a volume greater than 70 cubic meters was to be considered

“heav y”. The United States negotiators were aware that the

next generation of Soviet ICBM would be considerably larger

than the systems they were designed to replace, and as such ,

could disrupt the principle of parity in SALT because of in- 
-

creased capability. The US was attempting to bring the SS-l8

(the follow-on system to the “heavy” SS-9), the SS-l7 and the

H .  26



SS-19 within the operational framework of this definition.

Soviet ICBMs had traditionally been very large in terms

of payload--the SS-9 for example carries one 25-megaton war-

head--and as Dr. Schlesinger pointed out, the United States

was concerned that with the Soviet deployment of its newly-

acquired MIRV technology, these “heavier” missiles would be-

gin to shift the indexes of strategic superiority even more

dramatically in favor of the Soviets, specifically in terms

of deliverable warheads and their destructive power.

When the deployment of the SS-17 , -18 and -19 was begun

between 1974 and 1975 , all of these missile systems had dis-

placements of 100 cubic meters or greater, clearly “heavy”

in terms of the US perception. In January of 1976, Dr.

Kissinger and General Secretary Brezhnev reached an agreement

as to the definition of a “heavy” missile- -one havirg a greater

volume than that of the SS-l9 , i.e., one greater than 110 cubic

meters. This left the SS-].9 and the SS—17 ICBMs outside the

proposed subceiling for “heavy” missiles which now included

only the SS-9 and its replacement system , the SS-18. Aviation

Week and Space Technology, in its February 27, 1978 issue , esti-

mates that there are more than 60 SS-l7’s and at least 200 SS-

19’s deployed within the Soviet Union today. This is a figure

which by itself nearly equals the proposed s.ubceiling of 313

on “heavy’ missiles.
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• In SALT I, the US felt that if it could limit not only

the number, but also the size of ICBM launchers , then it could

limit the capability of those systems. The US went so far

as to reach an understanding with the Soviet Union that there

could be no “significant” increases in the size of ICBM silos.

A “ significant” increase was agreed to mean any modification

greater than 10 to 15 percent of the present dimensions of

land-based ICBM silos.49 Since the only index limited by the

SALT I Treaty was the number of launchers, the US was obvious-

ly trying to prevent the Soviets from modifying their existing

“light” silos in order to accommodate “heavier” missiles. It

was believed at the time that a 10 to 15 percent limit on modi-

fications would effectively preclude such a maneuver. The SS-17

and SS-l9, in SALT I , were expected to be the follow-on systems

to the SS-l1 “light” ICBM. Their deployment now as “non-heavy”

ICBMs in sil3s originally housing the SS-].l clearly is an at- -

tempt by the Soviets to increase ICBM capability without “signi-
- ficantly” increasing either the size or the number of ICBM silos.

Through national technical means, we have been able to verify

the fact that modifications to existing SS-ll silos have not

exceeded the agreed limit.

The significance of this development increases when one -

considers the fact that both the SS-l7 and the SS-18 employ

a cold launch or pop-up technique. With col’d launch, a miss ile

is literally ejected from its silo- (similar to SLBM launching)

_ _ _ _ _ _  
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by a gas generator prior to the ignition of the missile’s

primary booster rocket motor . In such a manner , the silo

is not subjected to the collateral damage which is normally

associated with the hot launch of US Minuteman III and Soviet

SS-9 generation ICBMs . The resultant effect of cold launch

is that the silo can be reloaded without requiring extensive

repair or refurbishing to the silo itself and that a second

launch from the same silo can be accomplished in a relatively

short period of time.

At current levels of SS-17, - 18 and -19 deployment ,50

comparison of the destructive power of those three systems with

that of the entire US land-based ICBM force brings to light

some interesting disparities. In terms of equivalent megaton-

nage (MTE) ,51 which is the best index of aggregate blast damage

effects, the corresponding counterforce capability52 of that

NTE , which takes into account the accuracy of the missile , and

the number of re-entry vehicles, which is the best index of

• target coverage, the Soviets ’have developed some rather dram-

atic capabilities during the period covered by SALT.

The United States has a land-based fleet of ICBMs con-

sisting of 54 Titan II, 450 Minuteman II and 550 Minuteman III

missiles with a total MTE of approximately 1000 and a corres-

ponding counter-force capability of 11,076 all of which is car-

n ed on board 2154 re-entry vehicles (Table I). The Soviet SS-
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17 , -18 and -19 at current levels of deployment, which are

nowhere near the allowable levels of deployment, can de-

liver a combined MTE of between l406-318O~’3 with a counter- 
-

force capability of between $,86l-46,594~~ carried by 2240

independently targeted re-entry vehicles, (TABLE II). Avia-

tion Week and Space Technology, in its April 3, 1978 issue,

claims that the latest generations of SS-18 and SS-l9 ICBMs

have been tested with guidance systems that provide an accur-

acy of 0.1 n.m. CEP. When this CEP is applied to the above

MTE and counter-force values, the resultant value for exist-

ing SS-l7, -18 and -19 counter-force capability increases to

between 1.38,648-337,314 (TABLE II), MTE increases to 3228-5049

and the entire counter-force capability for the Soviet land-

based ICBMs can go as high as 345 ,154 depending on the CEP

and warhead yield values attributed to the various systems.

Once all of the SS-9s and SS-lls are withdrawn and legally re-

placed by their follow-on systems (SS-17 , -18 and -19), the

Soviets could ‘have an aggregate, of 1233 MIRVed ICBMs with a

combined MTE of between 5319-9925 and a counter-force capabi-
/

lity which could potentially reach 896,874 (TABLE III). The

resultant MIRV capability would increase to 7504 independently

targeted warheads ~56

An argument can be made that the ICBM fleet is only one

portion of the US triad and that the MTE figures and counter-

force capabilities would certainly be different if the entire
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strategic force was considered. Library of Congress figures ,

combined with those provided by Coh n S. Gray, show that the

United States is in possession of 2058 nuclear weapons which

are to be delivered by 441 bombers (B-52D/H/G and FB-lll air-

craft).57 Since there is virtually no reliable unclassified

information available concerning the exact mix or CEP of those

weapons carried on board strategic heavy bombers for either

side , I have relied on the figures provided by Richard Burt in

his Summer 1974 article in Orbis where he claims that the

total MTE for these weapons is 7270, while 140 Soviet bombers

can deliver 250 nuclear weapons with a total MTE of only 1700.58

Therefore, the counter-force capabilities shown in TABLE IV

for strategic bombers are at best an approximation using mini-

mum state-of-the-art figures for air-to-surface (ASM) missiles

and air-dropped bombs. The estimates are, however, sufficient

to show the relative emphasis placed on that means of delivery

by either side.

From TABLE IV and V it is evident that US MTE and counter-

• force capability are heavily concentrated in one area of the

strategic triad , bombers. In fact, 86 percent of the total

MTE and 96 percent of the counter-force capability of the United

States is dependent upon the strategic bomber as its primary

means of delivery. Among defense planners in the West , there

is a great deal of disagreement concerning the fact that ag-
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‘ gregate figures of payload and effective megatonnage carried

by long-range strategic bombers do not reflect some very im-

portant qualitative factors that are peculiar to aircraft in

general, i.e., expected capabilities to penetrated national

defenses of probable adversaries. Due to the heavy air de-

fenses employed by the Soviet Union, some analysts believe

that deliverable US bomber payload would be only 14 percent

of the total bomber payload .59

Bombers are not nearly as certain to deliver their wea-

pons to the target as are ICBMs or SLBM5; however, when bombers

can approach their targets with little or no resistance , then

the certainty of payload delivery has to increase. The sig-

nificance of this fact does not appear to be lost on the Soviets,

nor the proportion of US throwweight , MTE and counter-force
•1

capability committed to the bomber force. Consequently, the

Soviets have ringed their principle cities and industrial

centers with what can only be termed massive air defense,6° the

capability of which was tested in part in the Peoples’ Republic

of Vietnam against everything modern American aviation had to

offer. Considering that the successes there were achieved with-

out the aid of effective air defense aviation assets, which the

US will undoubtedly encounter during, any attack of the Soviet

homeland , the prospects’ of penetration and destruction of

targets , while perhaps not as low as 14 percen t , would be sig-
- 

nificantly reduced .
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When the United States decided not to deploy an ARM

system, reasoning that both sides had accepted the philo-

sophy that populations were now nuclear hostages, it was

also decided that if ARM was not needed , then strategic

air defense also was not necessary. With the exception of

a few surface-to-air missile batteries in Florida and Alaska

and several interceptor squadrons assigned to the Air

National Guard, the US national air defense has been totally

dismantled and the mission of the North American Air Defense

Command (NORAD ) reduced from air defense of the United States

in depth to early warning of imminent air attack.

In the area of SLBN capability, the United States has

opted for the small but efficient warhead over the larger ones

of the Soviet Union. The resultant comparison of strategic

indexes shows that the US, theoretically , ia able to launch

656 SLBMs, with 7424 independently targeted warheads, having

a total MTE of 109.9 and a counter-force capability of 1106.2.61

The Soviet Union , not having as yet introduced MIRV technology

to its fleet of SLBMs , is able to deploy 924 missiles with a

total MTE of 1455 and counter-force capability of 3270.62

SLBMs have been characterized as perhaps the least vul-

nèrable member of the strategic triad, but they are also the -

least accurate and least powerful in terms of counter-force

capability. The US SLBM force represent 63 percent of all

_ _ _  
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I - its deployable re-entry vehicles, but less than 2 percent

of the total MTE and only 0.003 percent of the counter-force

capability of the United States.

The Soviet Union is engaged in a major ICBM silo up-

grading program in order to harden their SS-l7, -18 and -19

silos to a psi resistance value of at least: 2000.63 Against

any SS-l7 , -18 or -19 silo hardened to this resistance value,

the single-shot kill probability of a Mk 12 (17OKT) warhead

of a minuteman III ICBM would be only 25 percent. If two Mk

12 warheads were to be employed for each silo, the ceiling

for high confidence avoidance of fratricide problems, then the

kill probability rises to nearly 44 percent.64 In view of the

fact that there are approximately 860 such Soviet ICBM laun-

chers currently in service and a potential for up to 1233 in
- ‘

~~ the near future, it would require 43 percent of the Minuteman

- III force just to achieve the 44 percent kill probability now. -

That 43 percent of the Minuteman III force represents a counter-

force capability of 966, only 140 less than the entire counter-

force capability of the SLEM fleet. At future levels of al-

lowable deployment for these same Soviet systems, it would re-

quire a force of ilk 12 warheads 44 percent greater than exist-

ing levels just to achieve the same kill probability. This

• represents a counter-force capability of 3237 or roughly

three times that of the existing SLBM force,. Should the US

land-based ICBM force be eliminated or dramatically attrited

by a Soviet first strike, the SLBM force could not be expected • -
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to p~~.e a formidable counter-force threat . against hard-

ened Soviet ICBM silos.

With the number of re-entry vehicles deliverable by

SLBMs however , the SLBM force could theoretically pose a

substantial counter-value threat to Soviet cities. But

as Dr. Schlesinger pointed out, should the Soviets contem-

plate the knocking out of the US land-based ICBM force in

the first phase of a nuclear conflict, then an American

President should not be left with only the option of retali-

ation against Soviet cities. He should have the counter-

force option of depriving the Soviets of their ICBM forces

as well. - - 
-

- Faced with such a first strike’ scenario, realistically

could a US President be expected to commit the SLBM force to

the task of inflicting “unacceptable” damage to the Soviet

Union? The Schlesinger Doctrine states that US strategic

forces must be capable- of flexible employment, which includes

the destruction or prompt neutralization of those re-loadable

ICBM silos belonging to the aggressor not destroyed in an ex-

change. In a counter-force capacity, manned bombers, as they

are presently armed and configured, also would not suffice as

they take hours to reach their targets even when armed with

cruise missiles . At the very least , the manned bomber force

almost certainly would suffer from lignificant attrition, per-¶ 
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haps not the 86 percent predicted above, but at least suf-

ficient to question the effectiveness of this delivery means

in a counter-force role.

In an effort to create a verifiable index, no SALT agree-

ment has ever limited the number of missiles, just the number

of launchers associated with those missiles. In a Soviet first

strike scenario, when the SLBM lack of counter-force capability

is coupled with the lengthy time required for bomber and cruise

missile responses, the prospect of Soviet re-use of cold launch

silos has to be considered a plausible option , an option which

encourages the stockpiling of ICBMs for just that purpose.

Former Air Force Intelligence Chief,- George Keegan, among other

things has claimed that the Soviet Union has stockpiled at least

3000 more missiles than she has operational launchers. Even if

the figure of 3000 is exaggerated by 100 percent, the potential

that stockpiling missiles holds for tipping the stracegic balance

is indeed significant.

For the same reason, i.e., having a verifiable index,

there - has never been an agreement which limited mobile missile

systems, systems where launchers would be very difficult ~..o

count. As a result, the Soviet Union has been able to deploy

in the western military districts of the USSR the new SS-20

mobile IRBM, which is actually the first two stages of the new

mobile ICBM, the SS-l6. Deployment has only just begun for the

SS-16 and there are indications that the next SALT agreement

I 
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t. • will ban the deployment of mobile ICBMs such as the SS-16

• and the US MX, which, because of its larger , more accurate

warhead and mobile configuration, was intended to reduce

the US fixed land-based ICBN vulnerability.

Such an agreement to limit or ban mobile ICBMs would

not affect the SS-20 IRBM unless all mobile missiles, re-

4 gardless of range capabihites, were to be included. The

effect of SS-20 exclusion from such an agreement, when com-

bined with silo reload, would be to allow the Soviets the

capability to re-use those ICBM silos not damaged in an in- 
-

itial exchange , as well as the option of mating SS-l6 third

stages to deployed SS-20s thereby creating a completely mobile

fleet of ICBMs limited in numbers only by doctrinal and budge-

tary constraints. This capability for the unilateral deploy-

ment of significant numbers of additional strategic missiles

must be regarded as having the potential, if not countered , to

seriously undermine an already questionable strategic balance.
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CONCLUSIONS

What do capabilities tell us about the Soviets? I

would suggest that they tell us very little in terms of strat-

egic intent, but tell us a great deal in terms of strategic

thinking. From the Soviet sources cited , we can conclude that

Soviet strategic thinking is markedly different from that in

the West. The Soviet leadership, both civilian and military,

has not and does not now endorse such Western concepts as as-

sured destruction as a means of deterrence or the desirability

of strategic parity as an ultimate goal. They do, however ,

heartily endorse the concept that relative strategic superiority

is certainly much more utilitarian in terms of its political si-g-

- nificance than is strategic parity.

Additionally, we can see from existing civil defense pro-

grams and strategic nuclear capabilities, that the Soviet Union

has begun to develop operational muscle for what has to be de-

scribed as a nuclear war-fighting doctrine. A war-winning cap-

ability, in terms of possessing a counter-force oriented, first

strike strategic rocket force, may still be some distance away

I 

- for the Soviets, but if the magnitude of existing and allowable
• counter-forces potential is any indication, we can expect to see

the Soviets achieve that capability in the ne~ar fu ture.
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While staying within the letter of the law concerning

agreements dealing with the limitation of strategic arms, the

Soviets have consistently used the ambiguities and unilateral

statements contained in those agreements in order to facili-

tate the achievement of that strategic war-winning capability .

However , for the time being, the Soviet Union appears to be

satisfied with the achievement of a strategic posture which

would prove adequate should a conventional war brakeout, in terms

of preventing the escalation to strategic nuclear weapons on the

part of the United States.

In an apparent effort to offset the relative balance in

the, destructive capabilities of Soviet and American nuclear

arsenals, the USSR has sought and is seeking he ability to de-

liver a disabling - first strike against US land-based missile

forces, coupled with some degree of war survivability at home in

order to effectively neutralize the threat of US nuc].ear re- -

sponse to Soviet global initiatives. The resultant effect being

a relatively free hand for the Soviet Union in the employment of

political and economic pressure , or even conventional military

force , in those parts of the world where the United States has

vital interests.

The United States is not as inclined toward a war-f ight-

ing posture which emphasizes the balances between offense and

defense as the Soviets appear to be. The US has forsaken any
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viable program of civil defense, either for populations or

agro-industrial targets, which the Soviets themselves claim

are so centrally located that they facilitate destruction.65

ABM and national air defenses have been so neglected, by de-
sign, that the advantage given to the Soviet Long-Range Air

Force and the Strategic Rocket Forces, in terms of penetra-
tion probability, have become quite significant.

The United States must decide whether it is politically

essential as well as militarily feasible to recognize the

Soviet strategic posturing and then adjust the size of US

forces accordingly as called for by the Schlesinger Doctrine.

To do so would require , at a minimum, the immediate deployment

of the new ~~ l2A warhead for the Minuteman III ICBMs. Although

this would increase the counter-force capability of these miss-

iles against currently deployed Soviet fixed ICBMs, it would

do little towards reducing the vulnerability of that force to a

Soviet pre-emptive first strike. It is essential , therefore ,

unless all mobile missile systems can be banned, to continue

- with deployment plans for the MX mobile ICBM. Granted, such

a program would open the way for further Soviet deployment of

the SS-16, but, as an ICBM, mobile or not, the SS-16 could fall

under the restrictions of the aggregate totals for central stra-

tegic systems. -As it stands now, the MX will not be ready for

• deployment until the mid-1980s, and President Center has just

postponed the retrofitting of the ilk l2A until sometime in the
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future .

The SALT process , in principle , ‘is an extremely ef-

fective vehicle through which to begin to limit the threat

of nuclear war between East and West , provided that neither

side attempts to use those talks in order to acquire uni-

lateral strategic advantage. Existing Soviet strategic cap-

abilities clearly illustrate that the Soviet Union has not

subscribed to that philosophy. Threfore, the United States

must re-evaluate its position in SALT, vis-a-vis Soviet cap-

abilities. Not to do so would place the US, in a very short

period of time, in a position of such relative strategic in-

feriority that it may be impossible to recover should the

national and political will so demand. For intentions are

tenuous at best and can change overnight, but improving

strategic military capability is a t ime-consuming process.
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